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Financial Aid
implements new
loan guidelines

Mace my day

Full-time financial aid recipients
face strict unit requirements
By Beth Ranney
Daily staff writer

The financial aid office has implemented new, stricter guidelines
for aid recipients who fail to meet the
university’s full-time unit requirements.
The university stipulates that
full-time aid recipients must satisfactorily complete either 12 undergraduate units or eight graduate units per
semester to retain their aid. According to John Bradbury, associate director of Financial Aid Student Services, approximately 30 percent of
SJSU financial aid recipients do not.
Nearly 4,000 students are on file
at the financial aid office.
Under, the new guidelines, if a
student drops below the 12-unit undergraduate minimum, or the eightunit graduate minimum, they will
have two consecutive semesters in
which to make up the unit deficit.
"For example, if a financial aid
recipient only completes six units ins
semester they would have to complete 18 in the next (or 15 over two semesters)," Bradbury said.
The nest/ regulations have also
changed the limitations on financial
Steve Capovilla

Sgt. William Lane (background), special operations commander for the

University Police Department, looks
on as one of his students completes the
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target shoot for the tear gas registration held Monday in MacQuarric Hall.

Students learn self-defense with tear gas
By Dana Perrigan
Daily staff writer

Lura Halbert took aim and fired a short
burst with the Smith and Wesson MK -VI at the
target silhouette 10 feet away.
Had the canister of tear gas clutched tightly
in Halbert’s right hand been real, and the silhouette been transformed into a mugger or rapist, the attacker would probably have fallen to
the ground in pain, temporarily blinded.
Halbert was one of five women and four men
who attended the two-hour tear gas training
course Tuesday evening in the range classroom
of MacQuarrie Hall.
The fee for the course was $25, and included
the tear gas permit, course materials and a canister of Smith and Wesson Mace with a breaka-

way key chain attached.
The course was conducted by the National
Safety Council and led by Sgt. William Lane,
Special Operations Commander for the University Police Department.
If the students passed the written test at the
end of the class and demonstrated their ability to
hit a target three out of four times, they were
awarded a permit. The permit would allow them
to purchase and possess a canister of tear gas, to
be used in self-defense and the defense of others.
Lane, who has been a law enforcement officer for about 20 years, instructed his students in
including
several aspects of tear gas training
the law, first-aid, care, storage, use and effectiveness.
Throughout the lecture, Lane stressed both

the legality and attitude of using mace as a
weapon.
"It’s only one of an arsenal of things citizens
can use to protect themselves with," Lane said.
"It should never be considered the ultimate selfdefense weapon. The single best weapon you
have is an attitude of alertness and common
sense."
Lane said safety measures include knowledge of what areas of the city to avoid venturing
into, if possible, and how not to attract attention
to yourself.
"You may not be any safer at all carrying a
tear gas device, but it could help when all else
fails."
continued on page 7

Independent 100W final draws dispute
cuts last
publication
By Patricia Hannon
Daily staff writer

By Paul Kozakiewicz
Daily staff writer

The Independent Newspaper cancelled
its regularly scheduled issue yesterday and
may cancel all of next semester’s as well,
said its Publsher/Manager Sam Gibino.
Gibino said the small staff publishing the
newspaper this semester as the reason for
cancelling the November issue. He said that
In addition to the five managing staff members, only two or three reporters were on the
staff to assist, which left few people working
In production.
Gibino said the problem confronting the
Independent next semester is in finding qualified personel to replace himself and the outgoing personel.
"Our responsibility is to find replacements or to find out what we would do with
the Independent," Gibino said.
"We’re hoping someone will come forward to assume the responsibilities of publishing the Independent next semester."
Gibino said all the staff members on the
Independent this semester are students at
SJSU and that the positions are unpaid, with
the exception of the advertising manager
which receives a commission based on advertising revenues.
Gabino also said the Independent is financially solvent this semester with about
$3,000 surplus due to the limited number of issues published. He said the five issues published cost about 95,000, which equals the allocation supplied by the Associated Students
continued on page 5

About 2,500 students will take an essay
test this Saturday that draws negative responges from some of the teachers who give
it and grade it.
Students will take the 100W final in
which they will be given 30 minutes to
brainstorm about a subject and 45 minutes
to write an essay, said Gabriele Rico, SJSU
Associate English professer, who directs
the testing.
Subjects for the essays are chosen by a
,topic development committee which is
made up of people from various departments and schools at SJSU, Rico said.
The test must count for at least 10 per.
cent of the students 100W course grade,
which they must pass to graduate. This criteria was established by the University
English Requirement Committee, Rico
said.
The process continues on Dec. 12 when
the 80 teachers of 100W courses are required to grade the papers. The graders
form seven to eight groups and spend one
and one-half hours learning what to look for
in the papers.
When the grading begins, the teachers
are given two to four minutes to read each
paper and rank it on a scale from one to six
with six being the highest grade, Rico said.
The papers are then passed on to a second
reader who grades it without knowing how
the first person ranked it.
If there is any discrepancy between the
first and second grades, the papers are
read by a third reader and regraded for accuracy.
"It’s really a very carefully controlled
process and a pretty accurate one," Rico

said.
She said she has had "amazingly few
complaints" about the grading from the
students. Last year only four students questioned their grades and Rico said after they
saw their papers they agreed with the ranking.
However, feelings are mixed about the
effectiveness of the 100W testing policy
from the teachers point of view.
Anthropology Prof. Joseph Hester said
the testing process is "a form of insanity."
"I think this ought to be handled in the
freshman to junior levels," Hester said.
"It’s an absolute waste of my time, an insult to the instructors and an insult to the
students."
Rico said the biggest argument from
instructors is that each discipline requires
different writing styles. For example, English teaches composition, engineering teaches technical and manual writing and
journalism teaches news and magazine
writing.
She said two negative complaints have
been made by instructors this semester,
but that many teachers say they learn
about what they have to do to teach writing
effectively.
Murray Suid, who teaches 100W in the
Journalism Department said, "Some people are able to take almost any topic and
make something wonderful out of it. But, I
don’t believe that is proof of competence in
writing."
His major objection to the testing process is the time limitation.
"I believe that real writing is done in a
thoughtful manner, not under pressure,"
he said. "( The test) is supposed lobe proof
that you can write well, not a trauma."

aid time. Instead of a semester total
before the cut-off point, now there is a
unit total. This means that undergraduates can receive financial aid
either until they complete a bachelor’s degree or up to a maximum of 20
units over what is required of their
bachelor’s degree major. Undergraduates could go 12 units over their
masters degree major.
Many recipients may not know
that
new
academic
progress
guidelines are in effect for this fall,
he said.
Last spring the federal government issued a nationwide mandate
that forces schools and universities
involved with financial aid activities
to more closely monitor aid recipients’ progress towards a degree.
The result of this federal directive is that financial aid recipients’
academic progress will be evaluated
in a slightly different way than the
policy SJSU has used in the past.
The major new point in the policy
has to do with maintaining required
unit loads The university requires

that full-time aid recipients enroll in
and satisfactorily complete 12 undergraduate units per semester or eight
graduate units per semester. This
will not change under the new plan.
However, the penalties for those who
do not complete the required semester units have changed.
The financial aid office previously utilized a "three strike rule"
for those who did not maintain unit
requirements. A financial aid recipient could drop below the minimum
twice and warning letters would be
sent to them. If it happened a third
time they would be cut from the financial aid rolls.
Also, undergraduates could be eligible for financial aid for a total of 10
semesters and graduate students for
five semesters.
Bradbury said the quality of the
student’s academic progress will also
be monitored. In order for units to be
completed, students must receive an
A, B. C, D. SP (satisfactory progress
for courses that extend beyond one
semester), or CR (credit).
tinan.tat aid roo,pient vows
fails to meet thic requirement may be

denied future financial aid or may be
placed on Financial Aid Satisfactory
Academic Progress Probation depending on the nature of the deficiency.
Financial aid recipients who
complete less than one-half of the required units in any one semester will
not receive any additional financial
aid until all unit deficiencies are
cleared by either grade changes or
by the successful completion of new
units earned without financial aid. A
student who is short of units will have
two semesters in which to make up
the unit deficit.
Bradbury said the orders are
harsher than the university’s previous plan. He said they reflect a
growing feeling by the federal government that many students are
abusing the financial assistance offered them.
Bradbury cited one example of a
study conducted by the U.S. Depart continued on page 5

CFA, Chancellor’s office
in financial showdown
By Amy Yannello
Daily staff writer
For 19,000 state faculty members, today
represents the last hope for receiving a longawaited pay increase.
For the next three days, the representatives from the California State University
Chancellor’s Office and the California Faculty Association will be meeting with a third
neutral party in attempts to determine, once
and for all, what sort of pay increase the faculty will receive.
The decision reached by the fact finder
will only be advisory, however, with the final
decision resting with CSU Chancellor Ann
Reynolds.
Issues to be discussed during the formal
fact-finding session include an across-theboard pay increase, merit pay and binding
arbitration for faculty grievances.
The CFA began negotiating for a new
contract in April and although most of the

contract had been agreed upon, the conflict
has centered around the group’s differences
in the pay increase issue.
Originally, the CFA had requested a 10
percent across-the-board salary increase,
retroactive to July 1, with an additional 1 percent to be added in January 1985.
The CSU’s original offer consisted of an
8.35 percent increase retroactive to July with
the additional 1 percent to be added in January.
In October, the CFA lowered its request
to 9.65 across-the-board with the additional 1
percent still intact.
On Oct. 31, the CSU countered with a final
offer of a 9 percent across-the-board increase, with no increase in January.
The CFA offered to accept the CSU’s proposal of 9 percent on Nov. 5, while taking the
issue of the 1 percent increase in January to
continued on page 5

The Effect of a 9% Pay Increase
Current
Salary Range
Instructor
Asst. Professor
Assoc. Professor
Professor

18,432
20,148
25,368
32,028

22,080
24,216
30,564
38,664

9% Salary
Range
24,067
20,090
21,961 26,395
27,651 33,315
34,911 42,144
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Editorial

00W testing method fails exam
ATURDAY, APPROXIMATELY 2,500
students will take the 100W final exam at
SJSU. All the students will take the same
test and will not know the subject of the essay
to be written before going in to the exam.
We see a lot of problems with this method
of testing a student’s writing aptitude.
For one thing, this is a complete reversal
of what students are taught throughout the sethat rewriting is
mester in writing courses
one of the most important steps in the writing
process.
In taking the 100W final exam, students
are given 30 minutes to brainstorm about the
subject and 45 minutes to write a cohesive,
comprehensive essay. The pressure is such
that even if students wrote a decent essay,
they would be hard-pressed to do so under
such time constraints.
Another problem, is that students who
take this exam never see it after they finish.
In addition, feedback on the test is out of the
question because of the multitude of papers. If
students fail the test, they have no idea what
they did wrong or how to improve their writing.
There is one way to get feedback. You
have to go to Associate English professor Gabriele Rico, who directs the testing process.
She will discuss the student’s paper and point

out errors.
Yet it defeats the purpose of spending an
entire semester learning under one professor
only to go to another one, who doesn’t know
your writing history, for comments on your
exams.
And the main problem with the exam process still exists. The 100W teachers all get together on December 12 to grade the papers.
They are given approximately two to three
minutes to read each exam. How accurate can
a grade be which has only taken three minutes
to assign?
Also, there is no guarantee that a teacher
in a specific school will be grading a paper
from a student in the same school. An English
professor may grade an Engineering student’s paper and vise versa. The two schools
call for completely different writing styles.
Why not handle the grading process like
every final exam, by having the 100W instructors test and grade the papers of their own students? That would take some of the pressure
off students, because they would be testing
under someone who knows what writing improvements they have made throughout the
semester.
More importantly, it would allow care to
be taken with the student’s work, instead of
the assembly line method currently in style
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Communique
The forum page is your page. The Daily encour
ages readers" comments on any topic. The viewpoints
expressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those Of
the author. Editorials appearing On this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Pastel desires

Joining football church and praying to the pigskin
converts to stock their pews and punch their ballots.
Was this the latest example from a long, lucrative
and lunatic line of religious fanatics? Had the Golden
State spawned yet another cult?
Inside the cover was written:
SIGN ME UP IN THE CHURCH OF MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL:
1. Rush roe a 5984 CMNFB MEMBERSHIP package,
only $7 ( includes all items mentioned on back cover).
2. Rush me a 1984 CMNFB MEMBERSHIP package,
PLUS a 4-color CHURCH OF MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL T-SHIRT, only $14.
Without too much trouble, I was able to speak on the
telephone with the man responsible for the founding of the
that messiah of the Monday night gridiron
CMNFB
Richard Slade.
Slade, 35, is a marketing consultant and president of
Creative Marketing, based in Santa Barbara.
"I founded the CMNFB in 1979," Slade said. "It came
to me and my three wise guys in a vision television.
"It became popular about a year later. Now our congregation consists of around 2,000 card-carrying members."
Slade said that in order to remain in good standing
with the church, it is necessary for proselytes to obey the
six commandments printed on the sacred scroll.
wide, and coaster. Or, become a DEACON and receive
1. Thou shalt keep Monday night holy.
TChurch
four-color
official
the
your membership and
Slade said it could be considered a mortal sin to break
shirt."
this commandment. Converts are warned, under threat of
California, perhaps because of its tolerance and sun- ex -communication, to resist the temptation to watch the
shine. has long been a haven and breeding ground for reli- news or a Laverne and Shirley re-run during the Monday
gious cults. Scientology. the Moonies, Roller Skating, night mass.
2. Thou shalt honor the holy point spread.
Surfing, and the recent Church of Conservatism led by the
The CMNFB makes predictions which should be conRev. Ronald Reagan, have all found a multitude of ready

The advertisement printed on the empty matchbook
read:
"Make the Conversion! Join the Church of Monday
Night Football."
The illustration on the cover was of a bullet -shaped
temple. At the apex of the temple, a golden football
i emitted a beacon of light in a 360-degree radiust.pgvette
( the structure was written:
"Your 1984 CMNFB membership includes: One year
I
no-cut contract membership; official 1984 Monday night
schedule: official scroll with six commandments and
commandment after; Divine Decal; Bumpersticker: official newsletter with list of Monday night locations nation-

Dana
Perrigan

sidered divine decrees.
3. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor’s beer.
This could be a minor temptation during a big play for
the more impoverished members of the congregation.
4. Thou shalt not commit adultry during halftime with
thy neighbor’s wife.
A definite friteederenceaNlimailmjellmult in
penalty.
Inst of’down.
5. Thou shalt stay tuned until the final gun, for the
spread may change.
Betters beware. The odds are always in a state of
flux.
6. Thou shalt forgive those who have bet against their
hometown team for they know not what they do.
This one might seem a little harsh for those diciples in
Atlanta, Minnesota, Philadelphia, Kansas City and Houston but who said religion was easy?
Slade said the "commandment after" was the most
important.
"Our main mission in life is to prepare for the day
when the Super Bowl is played on Monday Night Football
Unfortunately, Mr. Rozelle hasn’t been persuaded to our
way of thinking yet."
To achieve this end, Slade is circulating a petition for
members and non-members to sign.
"We’re also looking for parishes around the country
places where we can worship," Slade said.
Every Monday night, true believers congregate in
designated bars and taverns across the nation to worship.
Slade said members of the CMNFB are entitled to one
free beer and free hot dogs during the game.
"We have a lot of fun with it," said the high priest of
the turf.
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Tim
Goodman
YORK. Johnny runs wild on the
NEW
playgrounds with abandon as his vice.
Battlefield, he corrects there are no
playgrounds in the city. The concrete football field
serves as a medium for a million dreams. Johnny
mingles with the rest of the dreamers. They huddle
and conspire, then taunt and try to prove it. Life’s
been a burden for Johnny. All that is attempted in
his life usually ends in failure. The system, he will
tell you, doesn’t work well for his type. But he’s full
of desire an inbred ability to succeed in the face of
vast diversity. He has a lot of dreams each one to
come true in time. He taunts a few more friends,
warns a fewaithers,of phyinea I pain. and saya he

wants to go to the California mountains. Later he
walks the streets back to his "box" for food. He
stops at all the street-side stoops and shakes a few
hands. His friends have dreams too. Very big
dreams full of money and cars and personal
success. No California mountains though. Johnny
says. He laughs steadily and points to the city
"sights." Poverty in technicolor, pessimism in the
air. He asks if they have bathrooms in the California
mountains.
London. Ann is middle-class by English
standards. She’s sharp in school and her wit is quick
and dry. She sits in a stately manor, asks more
questions than she answers, but is full of dreams.
Ponies and white picket fences are things she
doesn’t want. Money by the truck -loads will do just
fine. She also wants a plane ticket to the U.S.
London, she says, is too dark and damp. Sunlight
and Eastern snow before Christmas is all she really ,
wants. At night she sways to the sounds in the local
pubs. See the show before it gets big, she says.
Always see them early, well before they sell out for
success. The only thing she’d sell out to is her
dreams. She wants to visit Japan before she turns
20. She moves to another dance partner to exchange
hot -breath lies.
Shanghai. Li sees the light emanating from
I
Eastern powers. No fancy flights to the land of
shopping malls for him. Books, he says, are his only
dreams. He wants to read as many as possible, write
as many as possible, and all else in life will be
pleasant. He reads the books he’s not supposed to,
i
but wrinkles his brow with well-meaning logic.
Rules are rules, he realizes. But rules have no soul, I
no eyes, no heart and no mind. Rules will never want
to seek logic. But there are dreams that need to be
fulfilled. Wait, is what he loves to say. Wait long
enough, and even his books will be available. Many
in the Eastern bloc have dreams, he says.
Munich. Alece rubs the hair on her brother’s
head. He’s small and curious and always in the way.
She pulls him back whenever he wants to tug
someone. Patient, loving teachings come from her
mouth. She smiles and says she wants a family of
her own. A husband who makes a decent wage and
happiness in the home would be nice too. Her
dreams, she says, are built en a solid familial
foundation. Modest dreams are what she calls them.
Modest, but good enough for her. One of these days
there will be many like her brother, she says. There
will be very many and they will all be hers.
Kiev. Ivan wants it all. The motherland, he says,
is one place he loves dearly. But he wants to see the
rainbow fields of America. He wants a lot of things
now. He sits in a cold, dank room with bright eyes
and expressive hands. He wants to see Germany. All .
of Germany, he says. He wants to run and swim and
sing some songs on the beaches of Australia. Love,
he likes to say, runs within all of us. He can
understand the political situation in his and other
countries, but he wants to transcend them. He wants
a hamburger. Hamburgers and blue jeans, he says
!
repeatedly, and laughs all the while. He starts to
’
sing.
Maybe one day all of these dreams will come
true. Maybe the leaders of all the nations will
understand the awesome responsibility of letting
their citizens marvel over dreams Maybe they will
work to produce those dreams. Maybe they will stop
the greed, the killing, the making of weapons, the
blood drive and the body count Maybe they will stop
the desire for power, for new frontiers and for world
dominance and the hell it will bring.
Maybe.
Tim Goodman is the forum editor.
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,Ex -Spartan vendor
loses final appeal
IBy John Me(’readie
Daily staff writer
The personnel committee of
Spartan Shops Board of Directors
denied Ex-Spartan vendor Giovanni
Panciera his grievance at the fourth
and final level of Spartan Shops
grievance procedures.
The personnel committee voted
Nov. 13 to uphold the previous grievance rulings. In the notice of denial
sent to Panciera, the committee said
that since Panciera was an hourly
employee, he could be dismissed at
the discretion of Spartan Shop management.
According to the management,
Panciera was fired June 26 because
his full-time position was being
phased out in order to employ parttime students who work for less
money.
Martha O’Connell, who volunteered her time to represent Panciera, said Spartan Shops catered
lunch for the personnel committee
after hearing Panciera’s case.
O’Connell is a clerical assistant for
SJSU’s plant operations and a union
representative for the California
State Employee’s Association.
"Had we known, we would have
brought them (the committee) cookies or something," O’Connell said,
referring to the lunch after the proceedings which was supplied by Spartan Shops.
!
It was revealed during the third
level in the grievance procedure that
the man hired to replace Panciera
was not an SJSU student.
"We thought he was a student,"
said Ed Zant, Spartan Shops general
manager. "When we found out he
was no longer a student, he was terminated."
Panciera, who worked the vending position in front of Wahlquist Library last semester, has spent the
last four months living in his VW bus
while he tried to get his job back
through the grievance procedures.
The Spartan Shops grievance
procedure has four levels. First, an
employee must discuss his grievance
with his immediate supervisor. Second, a written grievance must be presented to the department manager.
Third, the general manager hears the
grievance and, finally, it is heard by
the personnel committee of the board
of directors.
Panciera called for student support during his four-month attempt to
win back his vending job. On two separate occasionS, the ex -vendor held
-informational pickets in front of
’y Spartan Shop offices. Although few

students participated in the picket
line, Panciera obtained about 1,000
signatures from faculty and students
who wanted him reinstated with back
pay.
Panciera said the personnel committee paid little attention to the petitions which stated, "We know you

The personnel
committee voted
Nov. 13 to uphold the
previous grievance
rulings.
have the student’s support."
Personnel Committee Chairman
Michael Schneider, who is also the
Associated Students President, refused to comment on the preceedings
or the procedures.
O’Connell said the Spartan Shop
grievance system is a "mockery."
Panciera said he plans to visit his
father over the holidays.
"I’m hurt," said Panciera. "I’m
a man with a broken heart."

A.S. begins election investigation
By Kevin Mendoza
Daily staff writer
The Associated Student Judiciary conducted an investigative
hearing yesterday to settle campaign
complaints filed by Recreation and
Events Center opponent Larry Dougherty, but no decisions were made.
The judiciary examined Dougherty’s complaints alleging that A.S.
election code guidelines were violated by pro-REC advocates. The
meeting, however, was cut short because the judiciary’s faculty advisers, William Borges and John Wettergreen, had to leave to conduct
classes.
According to Greg Mack, chief
justice of the judiciary, the meeting
would be reconvened at a later date.
Mack said a date would be scheduled
once several A.S.-related personnel,
whose testimony is relevant to Dougherty’s charges, were subpoenaed.
Mack declined to name the individuals who will be subpoenaed until the
individuals are notified.
Mack informed Dougherty that if
any witnesses could be produced during the meeting, they could be queried. However, only Todd Pilosi, elecchairman,
was
tion
board
questioned.
Mack asked Pilosi if the alleged

Dougherty battles Rec proponents
campaign violations affected the outcome of the Nov. 14 and 15 special
election concerning the Rec Center,
"I don’t believe they had an impact on the election as a whole," Pilosi said, "but you must remember
that the election was awfully close."
The Rec Center advisory referendum
received favorable approval with a
narrow margin of 111 votes over the
opposing side.
One of Dougherty’s complaints
contends that active campaigning by
Student Union employees such as
Ron Barrett and Ted Gehrke are in
violation of the election code. Dougherty said campaigning is limited to
students and not to paid Student
Union employees. Barrett and
Gehrke are members of the S.U.
Board of Directors.
Dougherty asked for Pilosi’s
opinion on the violation.
"Act 9 (election code) says campaigning will be done by students,"
Pilosi said. "I don’t think non-students should be allowed to campaign."
Pilosi said although the Rec Center would benefit the university; as a

whole, the campaign is primarily a
student concern. As a result, campaigning should be left to student
groups.
"You get into all sorts of questions by having paid SUBOD employees campaigning," Pilosi said.
Dougherty sought Pilosi’s opinion on several other matters.
After producing a copy of an advertisement in the Nov. 14 issue of the
Spartan Daily in which SJSU alumnus Peter Ueberroth, commissioner
of baseball, urged a "yes" vote on the
Rec Center, Dougherty asked if the
advertisement was informational or
campaign material.
"I think it is campaign
material," Pilosi said, "but it wasn’t
reported as such."
Election code guidelines state
that all campaign materials must be
cleared by the election board prior to
posting. The approval process allows
the election board to keep track of
campaign expenditures so that
groups won’t exceed the $1,000 spending limit.
Dougherty also queried Pilosi
about a legislative directive the A.S.

board passed earlier in the semester.
The directive stated that displays, interviews, publications and forums
concerning the Rec Center will be
considered informational material
and not contrary to the election code
unless a positive or negative vote is
requested.
Dougherty asked if SUBOD advertisements printed in the Daily
could be considered campaign rather
than informational material if the directive did not exist.
At the hearing, Pilosi said he
didn’t have an opinion on the matter.
However, Pilosi commented after the
meeting.
"How can he ask me something
like that?" Pilosi said. The directive
was passed and the election board
had to adhere to it, he said.
According to Mack, the purpose
of the investigative hearing was to
determine whether the alleged violations can be substantiated in front of
the judicial board.
The hearing was necessary because the A.S. Election Board, which
also received the complaints, had remanded the charges to the judiciary
for investigation, Mack said.
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Herman van Sprin gel, long distance
cyclist left the others far behind in
the 1981 Bordeaux-Paris race..,
covering over 362 miles in 13 hours,
35 minutes, 18 seconds.

AT&T long distance leaves the others
far behind, too. You’ll get great
service, unmatched quality-plus
savings that keep on rolling every
day You’ll save 40% evenings-60%
nights and weekends. So you’ll
come out way ahead
For information on AT&T Long Distance Service
call 1800222-0300

The more you hear the better we sound
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Physical fitness
with some class
in.
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top, records HU ess results.
Student Harry Smith, above, concentrates while testing his heart rate and carbon dioxide output on the treadmill. Student Pani Berkes,

Program aids personal fitness
FEELING SLUGGISH AND
overweight? Perhaps what you
need is the proper exercise
prescription.
An exercise prescription tells a person
what kind of exercise program is best for
his or her specific needs, according to
SJSU Exercise Physiologist Joy
Cavanaugh.
Cavanaugh teaches several classes
designed to improve physical fitness and
how to test for physical fitness. One of her
classes, Individual Fitness Program, tests
class members to find their maximum
oxygen consumption and cardiovascular
response. For its tests, the class uses a
treadmill, a bicycle, and an water tank
which measures body fat.
"They develop their own fitness
program according to the testing
procedures they had in class," she said.
Another of Cavanaugh’s classes,
Stress Testing 155, teaches human
performance majors how to test a person
and find their cardiovascular response to
exercise and their oxygen capacity.
Cavanaugh deals with physical stress
rather than its better-known counterpart
mental stress.
"A stress test is called that,"
Cavanaugh said, "because anything the
body does, other than when it’s at rest is
stress.

"By measuring that we put electrodes
along their chest area," Cavanaugh said,
"and then we’re able to measure the
electrical response of the heart at rest,
during the exercise and after the exercise
during the recovery phase. Each person
has an individual target heart rate they
would work toward."
"With this information, we can give
an exercise prescription to the person
from the information of the stress
test. . .and tell them what kind of exercise
program to participate in."
F SOMEONE WANTS to increase
their cardiovascular efficiency,
Cavanaugh said she could prescribe
the participant work on one or more
programs, including walking, running,
swimming and bicycling programs, three
days a week from between 20 and 60
minutes.
Cavanaugh is also involved in the
campus Employee Fitness Program
which aids SJSU employees in improving
their fitness. The Program costs $65 and
includes a fitness evaluation, development
of a program to the employees needs and
one semester of exercise classes.
"We give ( the employees) an exercise
program of their liking," Cavanaugh said.
"Maybe they like to walk or aerobic
dance."

Student Dan Burkes, above,
records the treadmill data on
Harry Smith which will be used
to determine Smith’s proper
"exercise prescription."

Photos by Gene Lieb
Assistants Eliette Palu and Kurt Gardiner aid student Gillen
Yim, above, in the underwater weighing tank. The tank is
used to measure fat content in the body which can be used to
diagnose nutritionally related diseases. Student Dan Fenton,
right, measures his maximum lung oxygen content with the
Andexpirator. Lung capacity can be used in determining
body fat content.

Text by Eric Rice
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Financial aid sanctions change
continued from page 1
ment of Education that brought to light financial aid recipients who had completed 200 to 300 units, without obtaining a degree.
Other evidence showed that students at community
colleges received aid for four or five years, Bradbury
said.
"The government justs wants to insure that we get
students in, and that we get them out," Bradbury said.
Because orders to change the university’s existing
policy came late in the spring, they were not implemented
until this fall.
Bradbury said that before finalizing the new academic progress policy, he met with representatives from
other California State Universities to determine a fairly

consistent, system -wide policy
Students who have seen financial aid counselors this
semester may have been notified, but nothing formal has
been issued to students, Bradbury said.
Tracking students’ academic progress will be done
manually by the financial aid staff. Bradbury said that in
the past it has taken eight members of his staff assisted
by three or four typists between three and four weeks to
scan financial aid records to find students who did not
meet the load requirement.
He has requested computer software that could trace
students, but does not know when it may arrive.
"We have the policy, but basically have no way to do
it," Bradbury said.

Financial status shaky for Independent

Faculty members picketed in front of Tower
Hall during SJSU President Gail Fullerton’s

Michael McGuire - Daily staff photographer
address to the faculty in August to protest California State University’s salary offer.

Faculty, CSU still dollars apart
continued from page 1
fact finding.
We believed that by accepting
their offer of 9 percent and taking the
rest of the issues to fact finding, we
could speed things up," CFA President Bill Crist said.
On Nov. 7, the CSU, through action by trustee Roy Brophy, chose to
reject CFA’s proposal.
In a Nov. 12 interview, Brophy
said, "The contract is inseparable.
The 9 percent we’ve offered is predicated by their agreement on the
merit pay issue."
"This is a package deal. They
want to take their money and leave
the other issues for fact-finding we
will not negotiate this way."
Throughout the long negotiation
process, the CFA and the CSU have
clashed on the issue of merit pay for
outstanding teachers. The CFA is
against the Exceptionally Meritorious Service Awards, which distributes funds on a one-time basis, as an
award, and does not add to the base
pay of instructors.
The CFA maintains that merit
pay "pits teachers against one another" and "allows the administration to get out of giving regular pay
increases."
"How do you evaluate ’good’ teaching," asked Nancy Owens, CFA
president at California State University at Northridge.
"How do you compare a counselor who helps a lot of students with
important choices, but has had nothing published with a department
chair who has a number of publications? How can you say that one is
better than the other?
"It’s not a fair system," Owens
said.
The CSU, however, contends that
merit pay is "necessary and warranted" for instructors and department chairmen who "deserve extra
recognition."
The CSU proposes that the
money that would have been used for
an additional 1 percent increase in
January, be used for the merit pay
program. The proposed total cost of
the program is $2.6 million.
"What’s incredible is that they
did not ask for the cost of this pro-

k

’The 9 percent we’ve
offered is predicated
by their agreement
on the merit pay
issue.’
Roy Brophy,
CSU trustee
gram in their budget, yet they want
to take it out of the funds allocated for
our across-the-board increase," said
Bill Tidwell, CFA state vice president.
In an unsigned letter recently
sent to Brophy, a group of professors
at California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo outlined
their complaints against the merit
pay program.
In part, the letter stated: "Any
EMSA system which would not he
classroom-oriented would he counter-productive to the good of Cal Poly
. . . faculty seeking to obtain an
EMSA would be proportionately
more pressed to do the non-classroom work to acheive it."
Brophy could not be reached for
comment about the letter.
Both the CFA and the CSU are remaining quiet on the issue of the for

mal grievance proceedure saying
that they hesitate in saying anything
while fact-finding is in process.
The CSU will attempt to show the
fact finder that the present practice
of faculty hearings in front of one’s
peers should be abolished and replaced with hearings in front of management only, with CSU presidents
having the final say in the grievance
proceedure.
Previously, the CFA has spoken
out against this proposal, saying that
this would "weaken the grievance
process," and "would eliminate a
person’s privilege of due process and
trial by one’s peers."
Following the three-day hearing.
where each side will present their arguments, fact-finding will proceed to
the second phase where the fact
finder will subpoena witnesses and
documents.
CFA General Manager Ed Purcell expects to see a report issued by
the fact finder by Jan 15

continued from page i
per semester. The surplus is a result
of advertising revenues amassed this
past semester.
AS. Controller Sharon Olivier
said the Independent was allocated
funds for the production of nine issues.
Tim Kincaid, A.S. Director of
Business Affairs, said he is expecting
to meet with Gibino to discuss potential violations of A.S. funding due to
the limited number of editions published.
Kincaid also said that if the Independent didn’t publish next semester
the $5,000 allocated to them for the semester would revert back to the
A.S.’s General Fund.
According to the Independent’s
printer Fricke-Parks Press in Fremont, past publishers of the tabloid
have amassed a debt of $6,948 since
December 1978.
Gibino said he will meet with
Kincaid and Jean Lenart, Associated
Students Business Office administrator, early next week to determine the
fate of the surplus.
Lenart said the Independent

ADVERTISE

doesn’t owe any funds to the A.S.
Business Office and that she will discuss the financial future of the Independent at that time.
The Independent began weekly
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publishing in 1978 as the Independent
Weekly. This semester Gibino
dropped the weekly from the title and
changed the format to bi-weekly to
save funds.
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Reagan cites new
income tax proposal
as simple and fair
WASHINGTON (API
The
Treasury Department recommended
on Tuesday a sweeping overhaul of
the income tax that would finance
new rate reductions by eliminating
many popular deductions. The Treasury estimated 78 percent of Americans would pay less or the same
under the plan.
President Reagan said the proposal meets his demand for simplification without being "a tax increase in
disguise." He promised to carefully
review the thick report and public reaction to it before sending his version

’This will go a long
way to assure any
American that the
other person is being
taxed on the same
basis as he or she is.’
Donald Regan,
Treasury secretary
to Congress early next year.
The proposal was unveiled at a
news conference by Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan.
This will go a long way to assure
any American that the other person
is being taxed on the same basis as he
or she is," he said.
The plan would double the $1,000
personal exemptions; increase the
standard deductions; slash the maximum individual tax rate (now 50 percent) to 35 percent ; limit to $5,000 the
writeoff for interest other than a
home mortgage, and wipe out the deduction now permitted for state and
local income taxes.
The "marriage penalty" deduction of up for $3,000 for two-earner
couples would be killed, as would the
deduction for state and local taxes.
Unemployment compensation would
become fully taxable; only charitable contributions that exceed 2 percent of adjusted gross income could
be deducted.
Employer-financed health insurance premiums exceeding 8175 a
month for a family plan ($70 for singles) would be taxed. Other worker
fringe benefits, including group term
111 e insurance and education aid,
would be taxed as wages.
On the other hand, the maximum
contribution to a tax -deferred Individual Retirement Account, now $2.000 for a worker and $250 for an unemployed spouse, would be raised to
$2,500 each. A two-earner couple
could put aside up to $5,000 a year in
an IRA.
Instead of a tax system that has
16 separate brackets for single people
and 15 for couples, with rates ranging
from 11 percent to 50 percent, the new
plan would have only four for singles
and four for couples.
For singles, the first $2,800 of taxwhich is after deducable income
tions and exemptions are subtracted
would be tax-free. Taxable income
over $2,800 and up to $19,3130 would be
taxed at 15 percent; from $19,300 to
$38,100, 25 percent, and over $38,100,
35 percent.
For couples filing a joint return,
the first $3,800 of income after deductions and exemptions would be taxfree. Between $3,800 and $31,800. a 15
percent rate would apply; between
$31,800 and $63,800, 25 percent, and
everything over $63,800, 35 percent
rate.
A Treasury statement estimated
78 percent of taxpayers would pay
less or their taxes would remain the
same under the plan, which would
represent the greatest change in the
income tax since it was enacted 71
years ago.

Of the remaining 22 percent, the
statement said, "more than half will
experience a tax increase of less than
1 percent of income."
The Treasury Department said
the plan would cut individual tax liabilities by an average of 8.5 percent
and pay for that reduction by raising
the amount of taxes collected from
corporations and reducing the tax avoidance opportunities of upper-income people.
It would result in little shifting of
the tax burden from one income level
of individuals to another, Regan said.
According to the Treasury, those
with incomes between $20,000 and
$30,000, for example, pay 10.3 percent
of taxes under present law and would
pay 10.2 percent under the proposal.
Those between $50,000 and $100,000
now pay 32.8 percent; they would pay
33.1 percent.
"At first glance, the Treasury
study certainly proposes a simpler
and fairer tax system with lower
rates for taxpayers, and personal
exemptions increased to $2,000. It is
also is something I insisted upon a
tax simplification and not a tax increase in disguise," Regan said.
"All of us will need time to study
the entire document," he said. "We
are willing to listen to the comments
and suggestions of all Americans.
and especially those from the Congress, its leaders and members of the
tax-writing committees."
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-III.,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, which must originate any tax legislation, called the
plan "as sweeping in its range as it is
controversial in its impact" and said
it has no chance without enormous
support from the president. He added
that Congress should be more concerned at the moment with the record
federal deficit than with tax reform.
"Tax reform is a noble cause."
he said in a statement. "Deficit reduction is a demand. At some point
soon, the administration must confront the reality of $200 billion deficits."

‘. . . the
administration must
confront the reality
of $200 billion

deficits.’
Hos tenkoA4 ski,
House Ways and Means

Dan

Committee
Rostenkowski’s Senate counterpart, Sen. Robert J. Dole, R-Kan.,
chairman of the Finance Committee,
hailed the Treasury effort as a good
start toward tax reform and predicted it "will offend a lot of special
interests and will attract opposition."
He echoed Rostenkowski’s declaration that the federal deficit is the
most urgent priority.
Regan’s proposal would repeal
the existing tax break on capital
gains, which exempts from taxes 60
percent of the profit on the sale of
stock and other property owned more
than six months.
On the business side, Regan proposed to slash the maximum corporate tax rate from 46 percent to 33
percent and to allow corporations to
avoid tax on half the dividends they
pay to shareholders.
The plan would repeal the investment tax credit, which permits the
government to pay 10 percent of the
cost of business machinery and to dilute the depreciation deduction that
Congress and Reagan agreed on in
1981 to boost capital formation, or
business’ ability to raise money for
investment.

Rest room

Joseph De Vera

Everyone deals with the pressures of
school differently, and some just plain

The
WASHINGTON (AP)
Treasury Department claims its plan
for revamping the federal tax system
will do much to close the $90.5 billion
a year lost to cheaters, but the
agency flatly rejects temporary amnesty as an incentive for delinquent
taxpayers to settle their accounts.
"Amnesties can only reinforce
the growing impression that the tax
system is unfair and encourages taxpayer non-compliance," the Treasury said this week in a voluminous
report to President Reagan on ideas
for overhauling the income tax.
Several states’ recent success
with amnesty has prompted members of Congress to suggest a similar
program at the federal level
Electrolysis Clinic
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY
By Appowirnem Only
Confidential
LASSO BA,W000 Awl SAM JOSI
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In general, those who had failed
to file a return or had cheated on
their taxes would be given a brief
time to pay up without the government imposing a penalty on past -due
taxes or threatening criminal pros-

that amnesty is not worth the risk.

279-4788
BIBLIAS Y LIBROS EN ESPANOL
We are open Mon Sat 10-6
Located at 109 E Santa Clara
Just 2 blocks from SJSU
We special order too!

Even without amnesty, the
agency said, its sweeping overhaul
plan will make a big dent in the $90.5
billion tax gap, the Internal Revenue
Service’s 1981 estimate of what
cheaters cost the government each
year in lost revenue.

ecution. In return, advocates say, the
government would get a substantial
amount of revenue that otherwise
might be lost.
The Treasury report concluded
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THE OPEN DOOR
CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
Bookmarks
Cards
Bibles
Records
Tapes
Pictures
and many
other things

Daily staff photographer

deros must take refuge from classes in
the sanctuary of the Student Union.

No amnesty for tax cheaters in new bill

High court
to review
Prop. 24 suit
SACRAMENTO (AP) A Superior Court judge who was appointed
by a Democratic governor was assigned Tuesday to consider Paul
Gann’s lawsuit against the Legislature’s Democratic leaders over his
Proposition 24.
Superior Court Judge James
Ford scheduled a hearing tomorrow
that could determine the constitutionality of the Gann initiative. He said
he would issue a ruling promptly.
"I would anticipate being able to
rule on Thursday or possibly Friday.
I understand the urgency of this matter," the judgc told attorneys at a
brief appearance Tuesday .
Democratic leaders have asked
for a quick ruling because the new
session of the Legislature begins
Monday and they want an indication
of what rules they should use.
Proposition 24, approved by voters in June, cut the state Legislature’s budget by 30 percent and
changed its operating rules to give
more power to the minority party

don’t. Because the rains have soaked
the grass near the fountain, some stu-
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CalPIRG ends petition drive
with more than 5000 signatures
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Smo)th moves

By Paul Kozakiewici
Daily staff writer
The California Public Interest
Research Group has concluded its
eight day petition drive with more
than 5,000 student signatures
enough to demonstrate strong student support for an SJSU chapter
with stable funding, said CalPIRG
coordinator Jeff Hindman.
The purpose of the petition is to
demonstrate to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton and the California State
University Board of Trustees that
more than 20 percent of the student
body supports the orgsnization. Hindman said he hopes that CalPIRG will
meet with CSU administrators and
work out problems associated with
the proposed $3 fee, which would be
charged to SJSU students to fund Cal PIRG.
In spring 1983, students voted to
initiate a campus chapter with the

Lottery jobs
draw 320

Mb

Steve Capovilla Daily staff photographer
Sanding the cutting board to perfection, industrial design major Rob Watson takes advantage of some free time before finals to

put the finishing touches on a Christmas
gift. The SJSU junior sharpens his craft inside the Art Building’s workshop.

SACRAMENTO(
Gov.
George Deukmejian’s aides said
Tuesday that in an unprecedented
flood of applications, more than 320
people are seeking the six top jobs to
run the state lottery.
Bob Taylor, Deukmejian’s deputy press secretary, said the governor has received applications from
about 20 candidates for director and
more than 300 people who want to be
one of the five commissioners.
Taylor said "it’s a matter of slogging through" the applications in an
attempt to make appointments by the
Dec. 6 deadline in the lottery initiative, approved by the voters last
month.
"We’re dealing with it intensively," he said, but added that "it’s
going to be very difficult to meet the
deadline."
Deukmejian, who indicated last
week he may be unable to make appointments by next Thursday, is
scheduled to spend "blocks of time
this week and into next week" on the
screening process, Taylor said.
Interviews are expected to begin
this week, he said. The governor will
personally conduct the final sessions.
Deukmejian’s staff does not reveal names of applicants, but gambling industry insiders say at least
six directors of lotteries in other
states are interested in becoming lottery chief in California.

Tear gas seminar gets
mace carriers certified

k

continued from page
According to the law, it IS a felony to use tear gas unlawfully, even if
the user possesses a certificate. The
penalty for illegal use is punishable
by up to three years in the state
prison and/or a $1,000 fine.
"If your husband comes home
with lipstick on his face and you soak
that sucker down that’s an illegal
use of tear gas," Lane said. "There
must be a physical threat to your person."
Lane said the effective range of
tear gas cannisters approved for citizen use is about 10 feet. It works best
when directly sprayed into the attacker’s face and eyes.
"Most attackers aren’t very nice
people. Spray them in the face. Soak
it
them down good. Don’t miss
makes them mad.
"And don’t spray it into the
wind."
Lane said tear gas effects the
central nervous system. It causes an
immediate sensation of pain, restricts the breathing, causes the se-

cretion of saliva from the mouth, discharge from the nose and "activates
the tear ducts so profusely you think
you’re blind."
Lane cautioned his students that
tear gas may not be effective against
people who are drunk, hysterical, insane, or under the influence of certain drugs, especially PCP.
Tear gas, which was developed
during World War II and received
much of its use during the civil demonstrations of the ’60s, is not really a
gas at all, Lane said. It is composed
of small, solid particles born on a propellant such as Freon. The particles
stick to the skin and work their way
in through the pores.
First aid measures, which Lane
said should not be administered to an
attacker, include flushing the affected area with cool water and getting outside into the fresh air.
The dates for the next tear gas
training course will be Jan. 8, Feb.
12, March 12, and the second Tuesday
of every month thereafter.

New Tires?
Yes...
and over
5000 Good,
High
Quality
Used Tires
We have the largest inventory of good used tires
in Santa Clara County. Tires with 10,000, 20,000 and
taken from police cars,
more miles left on them
county vehicles, and many car fleets. Prices start at
$15.00.

Prefer New?

We have unbeatable prices on factory -perfect
MICHELIN, GOOD YEAR, DUNLOP, ARMSTRONG and
other major brands. See a good supply of foreign car
tires and wheels for all cars and trucks.

--All Phases of Tire and Front End Work--

TIRE SALVAGE
& WHEEL CORP.

1680 Main Street
Milpitas
1408) 262 2270

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF THE
1984 U.S. OLYMPIC TEAM

mandatory $3 fee increase to support
its various activities. Students earlier defeated a CalPIRG proposal in
1981.
Daniel Buerger, the executive assistant to the President, said there
are several barriers to overcome before the fee increase can be imposed
by SJSU.
According to a memorandum
from the CSU Office of General Counsel, the trustees lack the statutory authority to implement the proposed fee
increase and would require statutory
revision in the state Legislature for
implementation.
CalPIRG has received a contrary
opinion from the Los Angeles law
firm of O’Melveny and Myers, stating that CSU campus presidents already have the statutory authority to
enter into contracts with individual
organizations for the provision of
services.
Another hurdle blocking CalPIRG’s path is that CSU trustees
have said they suspect violation of
students’ First Amendment rights as
a result of the mandatory-fee stipulation.

Hindman feels the First Amendment issue has been resolved in the
1984 decision of the Federal Third
Circuit Court in New Jersey ( Galda
versus Rutgers). This decision was
an appeal of an earlier case ( Galda
versus Bloustein, 1982) that first gave
rise to the implication of First
Amendment violations.
On appeal, Judge Stanley Brotman ruled that the check -off system,
which allows students the right to refuse paying the 13 fee before they pay
their University fees, did not violate
their First Amendment rights.
Buerger said he had not heard of
the Third Circuit Court decision of
Galda versus Rutgers.
CalPIRG organizer Donna Hunt
said, "The show of student support is
overwhelming and it’s now time to sit
down with the president and the
chancellor’s office to implement the
policies we need."
CalPIRG will decide over the
next several weeks what course of action it will pursue next semester toward achieving formal university
recognition with stable funding.
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You’ve found that someone special, and it’s time to
select the ideal engagement ring, a gift that will be a symbol of
your love forever.
Choosing the gem and mounting takes time and care.
At Morton jewelers, we know how important this decision is
and offer you our 31 years of experience to help you select the

consummate ring. Our expert gemologists will help you choose
the ideal gem and mounting for your engagement set, giving
you the freedom to cre.ate your own expression of love.
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Nine teams vie in College Bowl
By Mary Green
Daily staff Writer
The intellectual’s forte, College
Bowl, begins on campus today and
nine teams will vie for a spot on the
SJSU varsity team that will enter intercollegiate competition in February.
The teams include "Fred Krumbein Must Die," "The Heartless Baboons," "The College Republicans"
and "Harbingers of Armageddon."
Additionally, the Student Union Program Board, "The Sweyn Forkbeard
Marauders," Phi Delta Theta and
two Tau Delta Phi teams will participate in the on-campus tournament.
Tournament play will run from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. today and 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
Teams enter "Double Elimination" today. A team will be eliminated after it has lost two rounds of

play. During the match Judy Hermann, S.U. public affairs director,
will switch off the moderator’s duties
with Ted Gehrke, S.0 program board
adviser.
The SJSU College Bowl team will
be announced at noon tomorrow, Hermann said.
Although nine teams have signed
up to play, interest in competing has
been much greater in the past, Hermann said.
"In previous years I have had to
limit the number of eligible team
spots to 16," Hermann said. "But this
year I am a little disappointed. I
think the Thanksgiving break hurt
the sign-up prospects."
This is the seventh year SJSU has
held the college bowl. Teams from
Tau Delta Phi, the campus honor society, have won every tournament for
the preceding six years, Hermann
said.

Adult theater law withdrawn

An exhibition match held two
weeks ago featured the 1983-84 SJSU
Champion Team versus the faculty.
Herman said the questions used in
that match were taken from a high
school packet.
"The questions in this tournament will be taken from the college
packet and will be much more difficult," Hermann said.
In the exhibition match the SJSU
student champions scored heavily
over the faculty resulting in a final
score of 340 to 55.
In the 1950s and 1960s, College
Bowl was considered a respected TV
game show. It received numerous
awards from major educational,
newspaper and television entities.
The program won the Peabody
Award and three times received
presidential citations from Dwight D.
Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy and
Lyndon B. Johnson

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
law restricting adult theaters in the
Seattle suburb of Renton was
struck down yesterday by a federal
appeals court, which said a city
can’t limit theaters just because it
objects to the movies shown there.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals issued an order that will
have the effect of blocking enforcement of the zoning ordinance,
which was passed in 1981 in the
town of 30,000.
The case was returned to U.S.
District Court in Seattle for trial,
where Renton officials must prove
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that the purpose of their law was to
serve some important city interest
unrelated to suppressing free expression.
The ordinance forbids adult
theaters within 1,000 feet of any
homes, churches, parks or schools.
It defines "adult" theaters as those
emphasizing films showing specified types of sexual activity, but
does not say they must be legally
obscene.
The U.S. Supreme Court has
upheld a Detroit law restricting
sex-oriented theaters, and a similar law in Seattle was upheld by the

ATLANTA (AP)
More than
50,000 Americans are murdered or
commit suicide annually, and the
carnage poses a major public health
problem, according to current and
former officials with the national
Centers for Disease Control.
"There are few problems in public health as disturbing as violence,"
William Foege, a doctor and a former
director of CDC, said Monday at a
conference at the Center for Public
Policy, established by former President Jimmy Carter.
Mark Rosenberg, a doctor and a
chief of the CDC’s Violence Epidemiology Branch, recited a litany of
statistics to those gathered for the
center’s Health Policy Project:
Homicide, suicide and aggravated assault accounted for more
than 50,000 American deaths in 1980,
depriving their victims of 1.3 million
years of life they would have had if
they had lived to 65.
The average
American’s
chance of having his life end in homicide is about lout of 150.
For a black man who dies between 20 and 24, the chance that his
life ended in homiide is greater than I
out of 3.

pleaded Tuesday that he was gravely
ill, Brown said medical reports indicate no imminent threat to his life.
Brown scheduled Artukovic’s extradition hearing to go forward Feb.
12.
Artukovic, who entered the
United States illegally in 1948, is said
to be the highest ranking war criminal living in the United States. He has
fended off deportation efforts for 35
years.
Gary
lawyer,
Artukovic’s
Fleischman, pleaded for his client’s
release, saying he is ill, unable to understand the proceedings against
him and is a victim of persecution by
the communist government in Yugoslavia.
His remarks brought a burst of
cheers from the Croatian-Americans
who packed the court to show their
support for Artukovic, whom they see
as an opponent of the communist government in Yugoslavia.

Suicides claim about 27,000
lives in the United States each year.
Attacks by husbands on wives
result in more injuries requiring
medical treatment than rapes, muggings and auto accidents combined.
"Violence is not traditionally
thought of as a public health problem," said Rosenberg. But he said violence could be reduced, just as heart
or lung disease can be reduced.
More than 60 percent of all homicides are committed with guns, he
said, "This country has failed to ap-
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CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
TODAY
GTE SPRINT, a leading interexchange carrier, is on
campus today. We will be interviewing graduates
with a BS or MS in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science with an emphasis in Telecommunications. Please check the Placement Office for details,
or if unable to see us today, forward your resume to
Professional Employment, Dept. DM, GTE SPRINT,
1818 Gilbreth, Suite 142, Burlingame, CA 94010.
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Zeta Laboratories is committed to developing top
quality microwave components and subsystems
for communications, aerospace and defense
applications. This commitment has brought us a
growth rate of over 40%.
Put your training and talent on the right career
wavelength by joining the Zeta Labs engineering
team. We offer development projects using the
latest equipment and technologies, the chance to
do important work, and the flexibility of a 4-day
work week. So review the following opportunity,
plan on seeing our Personnel Manager on campus and get on the Zeta Labs wavelength.

HAPPY HOUR PRICES DURING THE GAME!!

CHRISTMAS FAIRE
SJaJgS

See our Personnel
Manager on Campus
Monday, December 3
Zeta Labs offers competitive compensation and a
comprehensive benefits package including medical, dental, LTD and life insurance, educational
assistance and a stock purchase plan. If you cannot schedule an interview on campus, send your
resume to Zeta Labs, Personnel Manager, 3265
Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, CA 95054-3084. We are
an equal opportunity employer. U.S. Citizenship
required.

Leading The Way With Great Frequency
The 15th Annual- Christmas Faire will be at the San Jose State University
Student Union
Featuring Arts, Crafts, Music &Food December
3rd-7thMon-Fri 9am-5pm Thurs 9am-7pm
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In these entry-level positions you will assist RF
Project Engineers in the modification, design and
documentation of a variety of RF and microwave
components including oscillators, amplifiers,
multipliers and filters.
These entry-level positions require a BS or MS in
Electrical Engineering, Engineering Science or
Engineering Technology.

Come in for our Specials till then
81 Wiles Fao Center San Jose, Call, 95128
HOURS M -F 9-9 Sal 10-530 Sun 12.5
408-249-8700
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preciate the impact of firearmi. . . .
The need for something to be thine is
clear," he said.
But Rosenberg said it would be
"destructive" to look at the issue of
violence and health policy simply as
a referendum on gun control, and
predicted that efforts to limit gun
ownership would meet fierce -resistance.
The Health Policy Project will
issue its recommendations tomorrow
at the end of the three-day conference
at Emory University.

Don’t let this
happen to you!
MAkE SURE

STATS

Washington Supreme Court. But
the appeals court said the Renton
ordinance was different.
Though the Renton measure
does not ban adult theaters, a sitstantial part of the land left available for the theaters is already occupied by businesses, said the
opinion by Circuit Judge Betty
Fletcher of Seattle.
In contrast, she said, the Iletroit ordinance was intended to disperse sex theaters around the city,
and the Seattle ordinance was
meant to concentrate them in (Ow
area.

Board says violence a health problem

Alleged Nazi war criminal in custody
LOS ANGELES (API A fed- at the conclusion of the hearing But
eral magistrate, interrupted by bail is the exception rather than the
angry Croatian emigrants, ordered law in extradition cases."
Assistant U.S. Attorney David
Andrija Artukovic kept in custody
Tuesday pending a hearing on extra- Nimmer argued passionately against
dition to Yugoslavia, where he is the release of Artukovic, suggesting
charged with the Nazi murders of he might be spirited out of the country by his supporters.
750,000 people.
The Yugoslav government says
Artukovic, who turns 85 later this
week, sat in a wheelchair, swathed in Artukovic was responsible for the
blankets, as a Serbo-Croatian trans- World War II slaughter of some 750,lator explained the proceedings to 000 Jews, Serbs, orthodox Christians
and gypsies while he served as a cabhim,
After the hearing, uniformed met minister in the Nazi puppet state
Federal Protective Service officers of Croatia.
Artukovic, suffering from a van separated Croatian supporters from
representatives of Simon Wiesenthal ety of ailments, has been at the jail
Center when it became apparent the ward of Los Angeles County-USC
groups were about to brawl on the Medical Center since his arrest by U.
S. Marshals Nov.I6 at his Seal Beach
courthouse grounds.
"This is a very difficult deci- home.
Although Artukovic’s lawyers
sion," said Magistrate Volney Brown
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SJSU fights for survival against Purdue
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By Eric Rice
Daily staff writer
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The Spartan volleyball team is
hoping its season won’t come to an
abrupt end when it hosts Purdue University in the opening round of the
NCAA championships tonight at 8 in
Spartan Gym.
The tournament is a single elimination so any loss will drop the
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Volleyball
Spartans from contention
"Each game could be the last
game," SJSU middle blocker Felicia
Schulter said.
Last week, Purdue embarrassed
the Spartans by coming back froth
down two
the brink of defeat
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’I’m not pressured.
It’s just that every
game is going to get
harder and harder.’
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Felicia Schuller,
SJSU middle blocker
games to none and 14-12 in the third
to beat SJSU, 11-15,9-IS, 16-14, 15-6
and 15-12. The team is still stinging
from the defeat.
"We let them get into their
game," Schulter said, "That hindered us. We just have to come at
them early. I think they can be good
if we let them get the momentum, but
I think we were taking it a little
lightly."
"We just didn’t push," Spartan
setter Teri DeBusk said. "We didn’t
have it right at the end and we didn’t
want it like they did. That’s why we
lost."
Spartan coaches Dick Montgomery and Dave DeGroot have been
treating the NCAAs as if it’s "icing on
the cake." They feel winning the conference championship was the major
obstacle they had to clear this season. NOW, they’re trying to relax
their players.
DeBusk isn’t worried about the
match too much because she feels the
regular season the main course of
the meal is over, and now it’s time
to "eat your dessert."
The Spartans’ leading spiker.
Linda Fournet, doesn’t feel any pressure. "We deserve to be here. It’s
icing on the cake."
Schulter doesn’t quite share her
teammates’ easy feeling. Asked if

Joseph DeVera - Daily staff photographer

SJSU players (from left) Christa Cook, Gina
Watson and Barbara Higgins, hope they

don’t get floored by Purdue University in a
first-round NCAA volleyball match tonight.

White may jump to the NFL
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Illinois coach Mike White, despite
statements that he’s looking forward to staying at the school at
least one more year, may jump to a
National Football League job although not likely with the Buffalo
Bills.
That is the opinion of San Francisco 49ers Coach Bill Walsh, a
close friend and mentor of White,
who said Tuesday that he called
White last week "to find out what’s
-going on and to tell him some
things I know."
"I think Mike would be headed
for the NFL next year," Walsh
said. "I don’t think there (Buffalo).
But I think it’s logical he would
take a job. He should be the most
sought-after college coach for an
NFL job."
Walsh didn’t say whether
White was offered the Buffalo job,
but hinted he may have touted
White against considering coaching at Buffalo because of possible
difficulties with the team’s owner
or others associated with the club.
"I wouldn’t discourage him
from doing anything," Walsh said.
"Mike has been in all types of situations. He has a good grasp of what a
good opportunity would be, what

the ramifications would be."
Asked whether he would warn
White off of a "bad NFL job,"
Walsh said, "Oh aura. I wouldn:t
say it’s a bad job. I’d just talk about
the atmosphere, the considerations, the- expectations of those
forces working against him."
White, in his office at Illinois,
said that contrary to published reports there had been no contact between him and the Bills, according
Tab Bennett, the university’s
sports information director.
"Whenever there’s a job opening up, everybody’s naming me,"
White was quoted by Bennett.
At the Bills’ headquarters in
Orchard Park, N.Y., team owner
Ralph C. Wilson said no decision on
the fate of Bills Coach Kay Stephenson will be made until the end
of the season.
Wilson, whose team fell from 88 last season to 1-12 this year, said
"a number of coaches" have contacted him about taking over the
team next season.
But, he added, "I’ve told Kay
(and) I’ve told the press that we’re
going to talk things over at the end
of the season calmly and we’ll
make a decision about next year."

Doug Flutie:
The Associated Press

Doug Flutie, a Lilliputian quarterback living in a land
of giants, is totally unconcerned with the consequences of
his size.
Tackles and linebackers come at him, determined to
reduce Flutie from his given 5-foot -9 to something less
than that. But time and again, he beats them.
His size, the quarterback would like the pro scouts to
know, is entirely relative. "I think I’m big enough," he
said. "I don’t think it will be a factor. It would help if I
were taller, but it doesn’t matter. I play against defensive
linemen who are 6-5, 6-6 now. They don’t get taller in the
pros. Maybe they’re quicker. Maybe they’re stronger.
But they’re not bigger. I don’t think I’ll have any problem.
"All quarterbacks throw between people, not over
them. In college, in the NFL, that’s the way it’s done.
That’s the way I do it."

White has been rumored for
several head coaching jobs in the
pros and has considered at least
two
the 49ers job when Walsh
was considering giving it up two
years ago and the USFL Arizona
Wranglers during his five years
at Illinois.

because we’re the
underdogs and
they’re not.’
Teri DeBusk,
SJSU setter
"I think they’re going to take us
lightly," DeBusk said, "because
we’re the underdogs and they’re
not."
"We have the advantage.
Schuller said, "because they’ve been
on the road and they’re going to be
tired. I think they’re at a disadvantage, because we get to rest. They already beat us once so they think that
we’re the one’s who’ll put pressure on
them."
And what about the home court
advantage?
"It’s always better on the home
court," Schulter said. "You’re used
to your home court.
"I think there’s a lot less to think
about," DeBusk said. "If you’re
away you always have to think about
stupid things like driving there and
getting back. Here, everything is familiar. It’s easier to get up for it because you have family and friends
here."

A.S.
COMMITTEES
The following positions
are available:
Budget Committee
(3 students)
University Community
Improvement Committee
(3 students)
Business Study Committee
(3 students)

Accepting Applications Until Thurs., Nov. 29.

FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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"Bill has a pretty good pulse on
Mike," Bennett said, "They talk a
lot and are pretty good friends."
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Flutie has heard this business about his size before. In
fact, it was what delivered him to Boston College in the
first place. "I came to BC because it was my only Division
!offer," he said.
And the offer was to be a catcher, not a pitcher. After
all, who ever heard of a 5-9 quarterback in a bigtime football program?
"Because of my size, people doubted I could play at
that level," Flutie said. "It’s difficult to get people over
that bias. I firmly believed and was convinced I was going
to be a wide receiver. I asked for a chance to try quarterback and I said if I couldn’t do it, I’d switch back."
He stayed, though, and now has passed for more
yards than any quarterback in collegiate football history,
a distinction that helped him make the Kodak All America team Tuesday. "I have my own assets, my own talent
because of my size," he said "I have the arm."
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down to 2 or 3. That’s the reasonable
thing now."
Landry is the second winningest
coach in NFL history with a record of
242-139-6. He trails only the late
George Batas (325-151-31) in victories.
Only Curly Lambeau, who
coached the Green Bay Packers 29
straight seasons, has coached an
NFL team more consecutive years
than Landry.
"I have always enjoyed the challenge of bringing a team into contention," Landry said "There is a great
challenge with the Cowboys now. We
have a great nucleus of players."

At least one Spartan feels the loss
to Purdue may have lulled the Boilermakers into believing they’ll have it
easy tonight

MACY’S Sunnyvale

However, Walsh hinted that
White would prefer to take his first
NFL head coaching job if the right
offer were made. And Bennett
noted that Walsh knows what’s on
White’s mind.

it was down to the 5’s and now it’s

attack during the regular season predominantly involved Fournet and
Christa Cook at the outside positions.

Interested students contact Joanne
Rosa, AS Director of Personnel,
or apply directly at the AS Office

Bus, dish and cashier
part time. Mornings to
mid afternoon.
Experience preferred,
but will train. Benefits
include discount
privileges & paid
vacation. Apply
Personnel Office M -Sat.
1 I am to 4pm.

that
acknowledged
Walsh
White was happy at Illinois.
"He’s made a commitment
there," Walsh said. "It would be
very difficult for Mike to leave."

Landry will return in ’85
DALLAS AP) -- Tom Landry
announcen earlier this week he will
be coming back in 1985 for his 26th
consecutive season as the head coach
of the Dallas Cowboys of the National
Football League.
"It’s time to lay to rest all the rumors about my retirement," Landry
said at his weekly press luncheon.
"I’ll be hack next year."
"I
quipped,
Landry
Then
couldn’t stand to miss all you guys
( reporters)."
Landry has yet to sign a contract
with club President Tex Schramm
but said it could be for "a couple of
years or something like that."
Landry said, "I used to sign contracts in the 10’s (of years) and then

Line Cook
Full Time

White, who declined comment
on Walsh’s statements, told the IIlini football banquet last week that
he’ll be back next season. He said
he’s looking forward to coaching
his son, Chris, a kicker, through his
senior year. Illinois also will be
coming off NCAA probation for recruiting violations and will be
among the favorites for a return to
the Rose Bowl.

she felt the pressure of playing in the
NCAAs, Schulter replied, "No comment."
"I’m not pressured. It’s just that
every game is going to get harder
and harder."
To prepare for the tough road
ahead, Fournet said the team is trying to work more as a single unit. In
the past, she said, the team has been
able to get by playing as individuals
"It’s a team effort," she said.
"and we’ve got to work on team work
in order to put it all together. We
have to put all the individual stuff together.
"All season we could work on individual things," Schulter added,
"but now it’s got to come down to the
team."
DeBusk said the team has been
scrimmaging more during practices
to give the players more of a feel for
one another.
"During the practices we’ve
been doing a lot of scrimmaging and
just playing as hard as we can," DeBusk said. "We’ve already learned
everything we can learn. We’re not
going to learn something today."
Last week, the Spartans learned
something valuable about the Boilermakers they’re big. Of the 11 players on the team, seven are six feet or
taller, while the others hover close to
the six-foot mark. The Spartans,
comparatively, aren’t nearly as big.
Only Schulter and Maria Healy are
over six feet.
"We’ve got to move their block
around," DeBusk said.
To combat Purdue’s size, Montgomery has been working on improving the team’s middle attack. Montgomery hopes the Boilermakers will
be kept off balance if the Spartans
move the ball around. The Spartans’

Pregnancy
Conaultatton
Center

beers. But they don’t
slow-roast their malt
like we do.
So no Dutch beer
has the color, the
character, the rich,
incredibly smooth taste
of Killian’s Red Ale.
So the next time
you’re about to order
your favorite Dutch
beer, try a Killian’s
Red, instead.
You may never go
Dutch again.
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Only 725 spectators watch
Spartans lose in triple OT
By Dan Fitch
Daily staff writer
This one was a game for the fans,
and it’s too bad there was only a
handful there to see it.
The 725 people who ventured to
the 2,700-seat Civic Auditorium Tuesday night witnessed college basketball at its most exciting, as the Spartans lost to the University of
Portland, 82-RI, in triple overtime.

Basketball
"I wish I could say I enjoyed it,"
SJSU head coach Bill Berry said. "I
wish I could have seen it from a fan’s
standpoint."
Those who made it to the game
saw enough clutch shooting, mistakes and controversial officiating to
last a season.
One crucial play at the end of the
second overtime may have summet
up the entire game. With nine sec
onds remaining and the score knotted
at 74-74, Spartan guard Ward Farris
snuck into the lane and sunk a difficult, left-handed finger roll from five
feet for the apparent winning basket.
But Farris was called for a charging
foul. The official ruled he made contact before letting go of the ball,
which disallowed the basket.
Berry disagreed with the call.
"I had a great view of the play
and so did the referee," Berry said.
"I can’t say in print what he (the referee) did."
Farris didn’t dispute the call, but
felt he shot the ball before making
contact with the defensive player, in
which case the basket should have
been allowed.
"The referee was behind the defensive player so he couldn’t see too
well," Farris said. "I know I got the
shot off before contact was made."
Portland then took control in the
final overtime, and on the strength of

guard Dwayne Corbitt’s free throw
shooting (4 of 4), held on for the 82-81
win.
The Spartans had their chances
to pull the game out several times,
but couldn’t hit the free throws that
would have done it.
Spartan forward Stony Evans
missed a free throw with three seconds remaining and the score tied at
66-66 in the first overtime, then
missed another with 23 seconds left
and the score tied in the second overtime. In all, Evans was 1 for 5 from
the line.
"I blew it, it’s as simple as that,"
Evans said.

’I had a great view of
the play and so did
the referee. I can’t
say in print what he
(the referee) did.’
Bill Berry,
SJSU men’s basketball coach
But Evans wasn’t the only Spartan who couldn’t hit from the line, as
SJSU shot 54.2 percent (13 of 24). The
Pilots, on the other hand, made 72.7
percent (24 of 33) of their free throws.
"We kind of self-destructed on
the free-throw line," Berry said.
There were heroes for both
teams some of them were pretty
unlikely.
SJSU forward Reggie Owens, a 66, 221-pound freshman, came off the
bench in the second half, scoring 11
points and grabbing six rebounds
with a heavily taped broken finger on
his right hand.
"I thought I’d be a spot player,"
Owens said. "As the game got on, I
forgot about it ( the finger)."

Berry hadn’t planned on playing
Owens 34 minutes, but ended up
doing so because starter Matt Fleming, who scored 10 points and
grabbed four rebounds in the first
half, was unable to contain the Portland shooters.
"Reggie has run against the
dummy offense for four weeks, but I
had to throw him in tonight," Berry
said. "We had to make a defensive
change because he (Fleming) was
letting them shoot from 15 feet."
One of the Portland players sinking shots from 15 feet and beyond was
forward Dave Flint, who scored 11
points after going 0 for 13 from the
field a week earlier in the Pilots’ win
over Pacific.
Forward Darran Jenkins led the
Pilots with 16 points, and guard Chris
Fulton followed with 15. Tony Havior,
who underwent his third knee operation last summer, grabbed five rebounds, second on the club behind
forward Dan Hunt’s seven.
The Spartans were led by guards
Michael Dixon and Ward Farris, who
scored 16 and 14 points, respectively.
Dixon was 8 for 11 from the field,
while hitting two 20-foot bombs in the
first overtime as the Spartans battle
back from a 66-62 deficit with 42 seconds remaining to tie it and send it
into a second overtime.
Farris grabbed seven rebounds
and was also 4 for 4 from the freethrow line.
As a team, the Spartans shot 45.3
percent from the field compared to
Portland’s 49.2. SJSU out -rebounded
the Pilots 45-38.
"Our intensity and effort level
was good," Berry said. "I thought the
crowd was good.
"I wanted to win from a crowd
and effort standpoint."
Maybe, but imagine how Berry
might feel if more than a few hundred
people come to a game.

Yoriko Noguchi - Daily staff photographer

SJSU’s Bryan Holt puts up a shot against tough defense by a Portland player Tuesday

Missed free throws sink Spartans
By Marty Picone
Daily staff writer
Perhaps the most telling statistic
that spelled the difference in Stanford’s 75-72 victory over SJSU’s women’s basketball team Tuesday night
at Maples Pavilion was the free
Ohm", shocEHas percentagais.

SWING-A-THON i
PARTY

.

The Spartans shot just 59.percdfftt
from the line, compared to the Cardinal’s 72 percent.
"Stanford has a good reputation
as free throw shooters," Spartan
guard Dana Foster said, "and we

Friday, Nov. 30th

Basketball
shouldn’t have put them on the line as
much as we did."
Both teams committed 26 fouls,
as the Cardinal had four individuals
playing with four fouls
But Stanford capitalized on its attempts at the free throw line, hitting
23 of 32, while SJSU nailed just 16 of
27
"At the Division I level every
team is going to play very physical,"
Spartan head coach Sharon Chatman
said. "But tonight we allowed them
(Stanford) just too many opportunities from the line."
But it wasn’t just missed free
throws that hurt the Spartans.
The combined efforts of two StanKami Anford freshmen forwards
derson and Karen Goedewaagen
also played a role in spoiling SJSU’s
bid for a win. The 6-1 Anderson led all
scorers with 20 points, while the 6-1
Goedewaagen connected for 18.
Anderson shot 60 percent (9 for
15) from the field, while Goedewaagen hit 4 of 5 from the floor and 10 of
13 from the line.
"We expected Anderson to have
a pretty good game, but we were surprised by Goedewaagen’s performance," SJSU’s Rhoda Chew said.
Chew, the Spartans’ 6-1 center,
led her team with 14 points and 13 rebounds.
Stanford was effective on offense, passing the ball quickly
around the key and screening SJSU
defenders in hopes of finding an open
player for an easy bucket.
According to Chew, the Spartans
were unfamiliar with the screening
tactics the Cardinal used. She said it
hampered the Spartans’ efforts
throughout the night.
"The fact is, we’re a young team
and most of the players haven’t been
exposed to such an effective screen
we faced tonight," Chew explained.
Despite this, the Spartans led 3533 at the intermission and controlled
the game through a portion of the second half. A part of this success could
be attributed to SJSU guard Dana
Foster, who played the entire 40 minutes, scoring nine points and forcing
three turnovers.
At least one person took notice.
"Dana played an excellent floor
game as well as playing the full 40
minutes," Chatman said. "She was
continually shadowing Stanford’s
point guard, Erica Mueser, as well as
calling plays for our offense."
Foster and the Spartan defense
were fairly effective until midway
through the second half. That’s when
the Cardinal picked up the pace and
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SJSU’s Rhoda Chew is engulfed by Stanford’s Kim Mercer in the Cardinal’s 75-72 victory
quickly jumped out to a lead, never
trailing the rest of the game.
Perhaps one reason why the Cardinal gained the lead was this quickening of the pace.
The Spartans had their game in
high -gear, while keeping the slowpaced Cardinal in check.
"The fast pace is our game plan
and if we slow down we will be going
into Stanford’s game plan," Foster

said.
"It’s sort of like catch -me-if-you can," Chew said.
And the Cardinal indeed caught
the Spartans. It seems the pace got a
little too quick for the Spartans, as
the team made numerous turnovers.
"Stanford is very methodical and
gets into a rhythm when they play,"
Chatman said "We tried to keep
them off-guard and off-pace. I hate

hindsight, but we probably should
have showed different defenses to
change the rhythm."
NOTES
The Spartans host the
four-team Anheuser-Busch Classic
Friday and Saturday at Spartan
Gym. SJSU will play Texas -El Paso
at 6 p.m. Friday. At 8, USC and the
University of Iowa will tangle The
Trojans are led by Olympian Cheryl
Miller.
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Yesterdaily
Campus
The Inter-Fraternity Council elected Delta Upsilon
member Doug Heisinger Monday as its third new president this semester. The former president, Bill Baron of
Alpha Tau Omega, assumed the position only three
months ago when he took over the job left vacant by the
previous president, Michael Schneider.
A new vice president, treasurer and secretary were
also chosen at the meeting, but elections of social and
sports chairmen were postponed until the next meeting.

The California Public Interest Research Group concluded its petition drive with more than 5,000 student signatures. The purpose of the petition drive was to demonstrate to SJSU President Gail Fullerton and the CSU
Board of Trustees that more than 20 percent of the student
body supports the organization.
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Sports
The Spartan wrestling team meets Utah State University’s Aggies tonight in its first PCAA match of the
year in Logan, Utah.

Fiscal Services extended the deadline to Dec. 21 for
. delinquent fee payers to pay the fall semester $1.50 fee Increase without penalty.

"They (Utah State) are probably one of the strongest
teams we’ll face for awhile," said Spartan Coach Dale
Kestel.

Bill Friedrichs, SJSU director of fiscal services, said
students failing to pay the fee by the new deadline "may
have trouble getting transcripts".

The Aggies have an advantage over the Spartans because of their strong lightweights and because the Spartan team is a young one while the Aggies have many returning players.
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Spartaguide
SLAC, will be the featured speaker.
Arnold’s topic will be, "High Energy
Electron Scattering from Nuclei at
SLAC." For further information call
Brian Holmes at 277-2361.

The Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
will be holding its membership meetIttig at 7 tonight in the Business Classrooms, 001. For further information
!contact Pamm Moseley at 275-6649 or
Zina Thomas at 281-3744.

Gamelan Si Betty will be holding
a concert of melodic percussion
music from Java and the United
States tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the
SJSU Music Building, Concert Hall.
The concert will also feature performances by the Berkeley Gamelan
and dancers Leslie Egashira and
Mimi Prather. For more information
call Trish Neilsen at 277-3960 or 2772905.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
presents Pat Dixon from Alcoholics
Anonymous at 4:30 p.m. today in the
S.U. Almaden Room. Dixon’s topic
will be, "Alcoholism and the Lesbian
and Gay Community." For further
information call 277-2047.

The School of Education, the Teacher’s Education Division, will be
holding a group advisetnent session
to answer questions concerning the
Multiple Subject Credential Program
at 4 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall,
Room 120. For further inforii.ation
call Dr. Dana Elmore at 277-2681.

STAR-Chicano Student Outreach
Committee will hold a Central American Student Support meeting at 2:30
p.m. today in the S.U. Constanoan
Room. For more information call
Carmen at 297-2654 or Juan at 2758797.

:
Zeta Phi Beta is sponsoring the
4JSU Blood Drive between 10 a.m.
:and 4 p.m. today and tomorrow in the
Student Union.

iph ST

and $1.00 for Greeks with toys.

’
The Community for International
Students is sponsoring a conversational English tutoring service for all international students from Ito 3 p.m.
today and tomorrow in the Administration Building, Room 222 (Group
:room I). For further information con;tact Muriel at 279-4575.

Sigma Nu Fraternity is swinging
nonstop this week to raise money for
Toys for Tots. The Swing-a-thon
takes place in the front yard at the
Sigma Nu house, 155 S. 11th St. For
more details call Bill Brockfield at
279-9473.

The SJSU Physics Department
will be holding a seminar at 4 p.m.
today in the Old Science Building,
Room 258. Dr. Raymond Arnold,

They will also be sponsoring its annual Swing-a-thon open party to raise
money for Toys for Tots. The party
takes place at the house. Admission
will be $2.00 for students with toys

The SJSU MECHA presents,
Mariachi Azteca, at noon today at the
Student Union in the upper pad. For
further information call Jesse Marquez at 293-9645.
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Career Planning and Placement
sponsors a presentation on the interview, suggestions on researching and
preparing for effective interviewing.
The presentation is at 4:30 p.m. today
in the S.U. Almaden Room.
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ing fun Cell Gloria et 737 7051,
WAREHOUSE DELIVERY MAN Fun or
NC Om. 16ihr Knowledge of

Gwen Chelgren R E

FACULTY & STUDENTS Relc and re
viralize, Certified massage erect,

Make appointments for our sales
reps Daytime work Commission
basis Must like phone work & hay

Spring only 277 2128
STOCK PERSONS. port time now, full
time dieing winter break Perm ptt

Cam

3500. 1645 5 Bascom Ace
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow

REP

fills G E

DONALD’S NOW HIRING" Pre
mourn pen. Nimble hrs 2 5 days
10 35 hrs twit Interviews Mon
Frr

ROPY in Pe..
WANTED

/-

Coll helots Dec 25 1984 and get
your 1st cmt at 1 2 once Un
wanted Heir Disappears With Mn

SIN San Pedro. S J

TOGO’, 900 N 1st St now hiring
PIT day help. 83 75.hr Ilex his

tor

tweezing or tramp chemical dope
tones tel me permanently remove
your unwonted heir toile/. Wien.
tummy moustache etc I
15%
discount to students and fecully

pert time Fob openings in all dept.
Apply in person any day after 9

Aide

998 4457 sok for Berke We Care
Personal Services Inc

272 8348

II

duty

S J

mediate openings elI aaaaa Sup
port your commune, now, Call

in

Pet
balance &
Chitty to relax Crepe more poo
five sense of well being Deep os

Cntry.

JOIN OUR STAFF. Flexible hrs

pied

flexibility

forrnence

con extra le

come

88 pm PILGRIM Congregenonal
Church 1721 Dry Creeli Rd lust
east of Menchen Rey E G0FrY
Church Office
Hoard Minister

time

kitchen helper, bus

6AMES, liocKEY

FOOTBALL
ORMES, C5tf4RLZS BRONSON
MORES .. WE’VE DONE
OF STUFF
A

11WWWR

Call

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY has

m

moro-cRoss WIN frr,

Of Tim

e veil for sonny & summer
Greg at 263,2314

to repair minor

YOU WENT TO TTIE

AWE ! COATE ON
NI’, !JEW
SPENT A LOT

GOVERNMENT

sheet rock damage on wan Cell
Joe at 217-31B1 days or 286
1274 owes.

Dr. Anderson
nit C0WILI8eioN

STUDENTS, STAFF. FACULTY Need
place, Have specs, SJSU Off
campus Housing Program Free
sitcom.. Cell 277 3996

HANDYMAN WNTI)

AH,PIttlE rIlF115TER.
HOW ARE THY4(3
lii C NADA?

The Greek Week Committee is
holding a brainstorming and dessert
meeting at 7 tonight at Delta
Gamma. For further details call
Meghan at Delta Gamma, 279-9698 or
Demetri at Alpha Tau Omega, 4481340.

GIORGIOS IS HIRING for part trme
weer
. hostesses & cook.
Apple in person 1446 Fortwonhy
Ave. 53 ca9264 5781
JOBS
$18.559
550.553,yr Now hiring your area
Call 805 887 8000. eat 89929

15 GARY ’MUD."

rILRESIDEXT, (k MIL
TRUDE& 15 CALUNG.
AKT5 TO DI 5W55
OUR COKIC 51A1P,

Classified
TREATMENT PRO
’CHILD ABUSE
GRAM. EMI.. peronel & Pro
eessonal grovrth as volunteer In
tern in world renowned local

Kevin Yeager
fa. FIES IDEKT,

f our
Day
$4 36
9S06
15 76
$646

Frye
aye
14 50
15 20
65 90
$6 60

III.

Each
lotto
Day
80
95
II 10

.

1

1111111111

I

111.11.1,

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1411.

.

I

I

i

11.1,,,

I

I 25

Phone

938904 dens Dec 21 & Spring
11449 Reserve pace now! Cell
Terry Ruse.. 14081 476 1259 or
Gerd.. Kent 14151821 0803

formater Noes INI load

10 14 Lamm 155 00
9 Ono, 940 00
15 Muslin" 170 00

Pp

Plow 277-3176

TYPING

Ines

For

Das,

ABILITY PLUS WORD ProcessinghRe
sum... term Peewit, letters Roo
sonabl rates North San Joss, cell
251 81113 after 3 pm Mon Fri
AN day Saturday
ABOUT ACCURACY bring your typing
to the poll Speclalize in Terrablein.
APA MLA & reurnes Transcrip
lion servir IBM 010f If1C 11 10%
cal
discount worth ad! lily

Grab

CRolloollor

Announcernente

Holy Wonted

Person..

Automotive

Housing

SanoCS

Trevel

For Sale

Lost & Found

Typing

Ovillocia keels 01111171.

SINK COILS MOW, ORDER
DOVISH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Son Jon Sudo Unonarany
Son Jon Csalornoa 95192

Deadkne

Iw,, day, poor to pullet anon

Consecutive intbItc anon dates only
No Woods on canconod ads

Ill
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Our holiday gift
to you:
SPECIAL APPRECIATION
DAYS
for our customers
and friends . . .

?r’s
Seiv ice

FRIDAY, NOV. 30
7:15-5:00
SATURDAY, DEC. 1
10:00-4:00

1"

20% OFF!! everything *
in Spartan Bookstore
*EXCEPTIONS:
10%

OFF textbooks & class rings

Discounts on selected computer items
HAVE YOUR CLASS RING CLEANED
COURTESY OF SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
10:00-4:00 FRIDAY ONLY

FREE GIFT TO FIRST 1,000 CUSTOMERS!

In an extra effort to meet
customer’s needs, we are providing
We Welcome Your Comments"
forms at each of our registers. Your
comments are helping us improve our
service to you. Please continue to let us
know how we can better serve you.
We welcome you to do your holiday shopping
with all of us at SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.

SPARTAN
B
KST RE

